The future 100 years from now
is rooted in the changes made today.
From this very day.

I b e lieve in th e uniq ue p ossibilities of ea ch p e rson .
We ea ch h ave a gif t a n d mission .

Wh e n o ur natural fea rs , a nxieties ,
d efe nses a n d m ask s dissolve ,
on e’s a uth e ntic se lf reveals it se lf.

Wh e n we con n e c t with o ur un de rlying wish es
in th e de pth of th e ro ot s
a n d f ully h a rn ess all o ur p ossibilities ,
o ur p urest e n e rgy will f low f rom within .

This e n e rgy is a so urce of inspiration for oth e rs ,
c a uses co untless in evita ble coin cid e nces
a n d brings a b o ut ch a nge on e m om e nt at a tim e .

I wa nt to se e a f uture
in which mira cles h a pp e n .

Someone once said:
“Co-cree! studies the science of a miracle.”
We aim to bring about transformation,
and hope that people would say in their distant future,
“History was changed in this moment!” in 100 years’ time.
We’ve been conducting field tests all over Japan for 10 years,
together with 300 like-minded peers
and studied conditions and processes
to realize such transformations.
A diverse group of human beings, who usually don’t meet
put aside titles, show up as their whole being and,
become connected rooted in their true wishes;
they organically move together, not based on plans
but following their flowing energy that’s when co-creation emerges.
Only by looking back
we notice that “a future beyond our expectations”
had been brought into existence.

We live in a time of transition now,
and are responsible to our descendants
many generations into the future.
Abnormal weather, equality gaps,
social division, loneliness in our communities…
what kind of message
are these phenomenon trying to tell us?
It is that we are all connected through common roots:
people, communities, companies, nature, and the earth.
Because historically we are at an important turning point right now,
it is for this reason that we want to share the wisdom for co-creation
with the people all over Japan, and all over the world.
I believe in the power of hope.
When each person becomes connected
with the beautiful intention,
the future which is meant to happen, will happen.
We want to create a future with you,
where the miracles of co-creation
are nurtured to grow and emerge.

The future 100 years from now
is rooted in the changes made today.
From this very day.

Fo u n d e r, C o - c re e !

Ai S a n d a

What’s Co-cree!? Concept & History
At Co-cree!, research has been consistently conducted

of “Generative Intention.” Our understanding is that a

on the conditions and processes for co-creation. While

systems transformations that drastically defines an era

Community to
Study the

mainly focusing on local communities, we have involved

emerges from the signs of a future which cannot yet be

gover nment officials, farmers, corporate managers,

put into words, as well as “a swell of the times” (momen-

“Science of the
Miracle of

professors, artists, mayors, and innovation professionals

tum). We at Co-cree! named this phenomenon the “Gen-

to discover wisdom for self-transformation. As well as,

erative Intention,” or GI, and conducted field tests on the

systems for transformation of communities and societies,

process of discovering and realizing GI.

Research

to which people in 100 years’ time would say: “That is

Co-Creation.”

where history began to change.”
One leading example of this can be seen in the concept

The Body of Social
Activity to Begin
with Connection
through Our
Common Roots.

From Changing
Society to
Changing Oneself

2011-

Mr. Haruo Miyagi, the President of ETIC, who has been
supporting social entrepreneurs for over 30 years, says:
“Co-cree! is studying the science of a miracle.”

We have a guiding force (Polaris point) from which to

farmers, the connections that are formed resemble a

navigate. That is to “bring co-creation to change the next

microcosm of the society. The diversity of people who

100 years.” With this principle in mind, we have held

otherwise don’t usually have the opportunity to encounter

many events across Japan. At these events we have not

each other put their titles aside and learn to trust each

pre-defined any specific issues to be solved. If this is so,

other and become connected through their common roots.

then, what do we do at Co-cree! you may ask? Well, we

Though we do not focus any specific issue at Co-cree!,

facilitate an individuals connection with their true self,

an array of activities and transformations are emerging

their own sense of purpose and personal identity. Then,

from Co-cree!’s very fertile soil as a result. Resembling

w e c o n n e c t w i t h p e e r s t h ro u g h c o m m o n ro o t s . A s

this achievement, Co-cree! was featured by Diamond

Co-cree!’s around 300 members come from across indus-

Harvard Business Review as “an exceptionally unique

tries and generations - such as government officials and

initiative in the world.”

The transformations of communities and societies that

separate from oneself.

we have witnessed at Co-cree! have always begun with

Transformation spreads like a ripple across society.

the transformation of individuals. We know that society

From an individual to teams, then to organizations, to

and individuals are intrinsically connected. Our core

communities, and then across society itself. Indeed, we

principle is transforming oneself first, rather than trying

believe that a future beyond expectations begins with

to change society and issues as components that are

self-transformation.

Co-Creation per Local Community

Our question

What is the
difference between
vibrant communities
and those aren’t?

How we practiced

What we harvested

We tried to create a future with the owner-

Each person realized their love for their

deep dialogue across generations and

through their common roots, which can be

s h i p o f t h e w h o l e c o m m u n i t y t h ro u g h
professions through:

・D e v e l o p m e n t o f C o m m u n i t y R e v i t a l i z a t i o n
Framework / Community Competency Assessment
・Community Future Co-creation (Kurokawa, Kumamoto; Kamiamakusa, Kumamoto; Arida, Wakayama)
・Next-generation corporate manager development
program (Throughout Japan)

community and connection with others

used to grow a future beyond expectations.

What we learned
To develop true competencies of

communities for long lasting change,
local people must take the lead,
not outsiders.

2013-

How can we create
a culture in which
local people are
able to change their
community
by themselves?

How we practiced

What we harvested

Te a m s o f 3 m e m b e r s w i t h d i v e r s e

When there are serious peers,

gather from across Japan to develop the

even when their heart is almost broken

backgrounds from different communities

the courage to go on still arise,

innovator’s spirit.

in their own field.

Co-cree! Lab (2 years, 3 days each, 8 times in total)
Participating from communities and organizations
including: Kurokawa, Minamioguni, Kumamoto;
Kamiamakusa, Kumamoto; Miyazaki; Kochi; Obuse,
Nagano; Shiojiri, Nagano; Tanba, Hyogo; Arima,
Hyogo; Kyoto; Nasu, Tochigi; Himi, Toyama; The
Snow Country Tourism Zone; Okinawa; Keio University.

the possibility of change can be realized.

What we learned
Local communities and big cities
are divided. It’s no one’s fault,
but due to social structures.

By repeating practice, one steadily learns how to

bring about change and how to be the change agent.

Co-creation Platform Across Japan

Our question

Problems of local
communities and
those of the broader
country are connected.
How do we change
the structure?

2016-

theories and wisdom of organizational development,

Cross-Community Learning Lab

Our question

2015-

When affection for community is combined with the

How we practiced

What we harvested

We created the soil to enable people with

Diverse, cross-field collaborations

to be connected through their common roots.

that communities cannot solve alone.

diverse backgrounds who usually don’t meet

・Annual Co-cree! Camp with 130 people (Tokyo)
・Co-cree! Local with 30-60 people (Nishiawakura,
Himi, Kyoto)
Participants: Mayors, gover nment officials,
corporate managers, university professors, social
entrepreneurs, community leaders, artists, representatives of non-profit organizations, administration,
agriculture, forestry, fishery, finance, education, IT,
medical care, and others from all over Japan.

emerged to solve issues individual

What we learned
The key to going beyond collaboration

to create a future beyond expectations is
to start from self-transformation of each
and to systems transformation.

Deep dialogue enables friendships among country

folks & city dwellers, farmers & government officials.

Community of Self-Transformation for Systems Transformation

Our question

If each individual
drastically changed,
both communities
and the country
might also change.

How we practiced

What we harvested

We have strengthened the research team

When collective

and conduct field tests with local communi-

the miracle of co-creation emerges.

to develop wisdom for self-transformation,
ties, with focus on the following:

・Dare to include “suspicious, time-consuming,
temporarily chaos creating” methods that hadn’t
b e e n t r i e d b e f o re , a n d s t u d y t h e m i n re t re a t s
(Karuizawa, Nagago; Yamanashi)
・Field tests with facilitators with diverse specialties
in communities where the whole system such as
economy, education and nature can be felt (Ama
Town, Shimane; Shintomi Town, Miyazaki).

self-transformations happen,

What we learned
What used to be a hypothesis becomes
wisdom, and can be used across
communities and borders.

Listening to the voices of body which usually aren’t
noticed is the entry point to self-transformation.

Now that we’re at the crossroads of eras,
we want to share the experience and techniques of Co-cree! all over Japan & the World.
Co-cree! Practice Guide / Community of Practitioners / Earth-oriented, whole-ecosystem co-creation

How We Start in Co-cree! ( To Connect with Your Roots & To Connect with Others Through Roots)
To Connect with Your Roots
What we at Co-cree! mean by the word “roots” is your source of passion,
or your underlying wishes found at the most deepest level.

Each one of you has your own unique gift.
Only when you acknowledge and follow that feeling that wells up from within,
can you perform to your fullest potential. You can feel what you were born to do.
In the bustle of daily life, we are often pulled into the cycle of “must do,”
but why don’t we live in the cycle of “want to do?”

What sense of purpose are your roots grounded in,
that makes you feel like you know what you were born to do?

To Connect with Others Through Roots

Putting preconceptions aside, connect with others as your whole selves.
Try to see not only the position and status of others, but their wishes from the roots
and not-yet-visible possibilities that they haven’t even discovered for themselves.
When you cannot separate others from yourself anymore, to the point
where you start to feel their pain as if it is yours, a true co-creation emerges.

What is the person’s source of passion,
from which their energy flows?

Co-Creation Research Episode I

Ai Sanda

Co-cree!’s First “Future
beyond Expectations”

(Ai-chan)

Founder & Director, Co-cree! / Researcher, Jalan Research Center, Recruit / Fellow, Eiji Press.
Ai studies the process of how a miraculous future can emerge by enabling all being - people, organizations, communities, nature - to manifest their innate gifts and potentials. She has served as a committee member of the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry as well as the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Government of Japan. Certified Professional Co-Active Coach (CPCC) by CTI. Her
special skills include Shodo Calligraphy, which she has been practicing for over 30 years (10th Dan).

“Ai-chan, That Would Make
the Mountain Move!”

“The Innovator’s Dilemma”
of Japanese Communities

Left: Yuuki Kitazato Right: Ai Sanda

Beyond Generations,
Industries, and Communities

Miracles Happen
When Connecting through
Common Roots

Scene from Improvisational Theater
to Think Kurokawa’s Future

Visiting Citizens.
Happi is “Proof of being Kurokawa’s Insider”

Cross-Industry Non-Profit Organization with members
from Ryokan, Town Hall, Farmers, Soba Noodle Shop,
Town Council, Lumber mill, Welfare and IT

Generative Intention (GI: Emerging Intention of the Future)

How Can We Bring
Drastic Changes
to Communities and Society?

from now. To achieve this, the leading ques-

be connected to the GI. If this is so, we should

tion that needed to be answered was: How

ask the question: How can we create and

can we drastically change the system and

implement concepts which follow these

s t r u c t u re o f c o m m u n i t i e s a n d s o c i e t i e s ?

words to illuminate the future of our world?

Co-cree!, which started with research on

After conducting field tests with leaders and

local communities, took a big shift in 2015

professionals from various areas, we came

hypothesis, that entry points to the GI are pres-

by hosting “Co-cree! Camp,” which brought

up with a new concept of “Generative Inten-

ent in the greater flow of the time, and can be

together mayors, as well as university profes-

tion (GI)” in 2017.

reached by feeling the pains and wishes of the

sors, corporate managers, government
officials, farmers, social entrepreneurs, and
representatives of non-profit organizations
from all over Japan. By creating a one-day
forum in which participants who usually
don’t get to encounter became connected
through their common roots by feeling the
w i s h e s , d e s i re s a n d p a i n s o f e a c h o t h e r.

GI is the Swell of Change in
the Flow of Time and the
Signs of the Future
Which Cannot Yet be
Expressed in Words
The GI can be discovered and realized by

Unlike in conventional forums and seminars

bringing diverse participants to have dialogue

where people just listen to lectures and

a n d p e r s o n a l e x p l o r a t i o n . We b e l i e v e G I

exchanging business cards, numerous

might be the key to create the future of 100

cross-border projects emerged from partici-

years from now. When looking very closely,

pants while connect with their common

one can find keywords and concepts which

roots.

marked the turning-points of ways of thinking

Such collaboration projects brought about

in each period of history. Such as the sharing

many changes and outcomes. Yet, our wish

economy, Blockchain, and LongTail…These

at Co-cree! is to co-create a swell of change

keywords that were accepted in the period

in the flow of time towards a future 100 years

that they came into being must be somehow

The Co-cree! Research team proposed a

systems in which we are all embedded.

Pain Reveals Profound Caring
Buddhist philosopher and social activist
Joanna Macy says that we feel pain because
we love, and pain is the source of creativity
to bring “the Great Turning”. There are 4 kinds
of pain:

1

When fear is spoken, what we hear is
the courage to overcome.

2

When anger is spoken, what we hear is
the passion to seek justice.

3

When sorrow is spoken,
what lies beneath is love.

4

When powerlessness is spoken,
what appears is possibilities.

Pathways That Can be
Discovered by
Understanding the Flow
of Events from the Past,
and the Voices That
Can be Heard by
Listening to the Future
By pausing for a moment to look back in history,

we find that there are keywords in each field

which vividly represent a particular period in time

- they are the footsteps of people discovering GI,

which have been inherited from generation to

generation up until the present. As people discovered a distinct stream of GI in a time, they named
it and included its elements in the present

e x i s t i n g s y s t e m . B y l o o k i n g a c ro s s m u l t i p l e

periods of time and across different fields, the

present starts to become more clear. At the same
time, we should not be caught up with the past,
but purely dream the future we want to create.

We must carefully listen to the voice from the
future. And, ask the questions:

What are the things we want to leave behind, or

let go of, or change for the coming generations?

How would we name a concept if it was to

emerge here and now. But which cannot yet be

verbalized but surely be felt. Would people 100
years from now would say “It changed history?”

Connect with Pains and
Wishes of the Whole System
Feel the organic connection among the

e l e m e n t s t h a t m a k e u p t h e s o c i e t y, s u c h a s

n a t u re , l i v i n g o rg a n i s m s , o rg a n i z a t i o n s a n d

communities. Do not separate yourself from this

system, and imagine that you also exist within the
system, and are passively giving and receiving

influences. The system of the self with a complex

body and mind, systems of teams and organizations, and systems of the world and the earth are
all interconnected and influencing each other.

Become connected to the system, taking

yourself as the entry point. Be the sensor to feel
the world and become the entry point, through

which, you feel the pains and wishes of the world.
When everyone becomes connected through their
common roots, and have deep dialogue, we can
connect to the collective unconsciousness and
create a sense of collective inspiration.

What are the pains that society today latently

holds, and what are the collective desires
behind them?

GI Process Brings Collective Inspiration

Ideas with an Overwhelmingly
Strong Sense of Ownership

n e w, i s t h a t a v a s t n u m b e r o f i d e a s a r e

ing with the flow of time, as well as the pains

generated but few of them are realized: a

and wishes of a system, and the firm determi-

chasm between ideas and execution.

nation and commitment to make it happen

The techniques to create new products

On the other hand, one of the characteristics

whatever it takes within oneself and in peers.

and services, as well as concepts and move-

of the GI (Generative Intention) Process - an

Thus, on occasions where the GI Process

ments to give rise to an epoch are always

innovation technique starting with generative

is practiced in Co-cree!, creations beyond

being searched for. Examples include “sce-

intention- developed by Co-cree! is that ideas

e x p e c t a t i o n s e m e rg e d e s p i t e s e t t i n g n o

nario planning” to find current opportunities

with an overwhelmingly strong sense of owner-

specific issues or outcome targets. How do

b y b a c k - c a l c u l a t i n g f ro m t h e f u t u re , a n d

ship eventually come into fruition. All ideas

we discover GI? How do we create things

“design thinking” to discover latent needs by

produced with the GI Process carry intense

w i t h t h e G I o n c e i t ’s d i s c o v e r e d ? T h e

observing customers. However, what is occa-

emotions, such as pains and wishes. These

answers to these questions will be explained

sionally observed when starting something

emotions arise from the experience of connect-

below with the illustration of the GI Process.

PAR T 1

one can realize the innate whole self,

Systems Sensing with
3 Undifferentiations

roots ( ❶ undifferentiation of the self).

becoming connected to peers

through common roots ( ❷ undiffer-

by leaving the busy daily life, putting

entiation of self and peers).

titles aside and reflecting on oneself,

wishes of the earth. ③ Body: As one

future one truly hopes for in the

tion of self and another), followed by

boundaries within one’s mind. First,

the society and the earth, and on the

Second, through dialogue and physiof “I am you, and you are I” (unsepara-

undifferentiations - taking mental

and analysis, and position oneself

relationships, one feels the pain of

cal interactions, one enters the state

The GI process begins with three

And third, in these undifferentiated

and become connected with one’s

following four ways. ( ❸ collectively
described as undifferentiation with
the System). ① History: Immerse

oneself in the flow of history, and

sense as to which direction time is
flowing. ② Nature: Let go of thinking

within nature, and sense pains and
says in Japanese “hara wo kimeru”

(decide in your stomach) and “kimo

ga suwaru” (to have guts) one must

listen to the voices of the body, where
profound wisdom lies. ④ System:

Observe and sense the complex

social system as complex as they are.

The GI Process in Illustration
History

System

Nature
Co

Body

llec

tive

Inspiration

Undifferentiation

Creation
SpiritualMedium
Dialogue

Prototyping

Storytelling of
Roots

Systems Sensing

GI Triangle

Naming

Evolution
Thinking

GI
Save Point

SPT
Ikebana

l
el
sw
e mes
h
t
ti
el
e
Fe f th
o

What do we want to end,
and where do we want to go?

PAR T 2
Creation with
the GI Triangle
When pure wishes which lie in one’s

root purpose, and like-minded peers
combine together with pains of the

world and the earth, a GI filled with
energy, sense of mission, and love

emerges. Using the GI as the cardinal
point, the GI Triangle is the key in

creating a future beyond expectations.
Co-cree! wishes to generate a swell

of change in the flow of the time, that

would impact the future of 100 years

from now. This swell begins from trials
and errors each individual undertakes,

along with their peers. It is important

that one doesn’t obsess over produc-

GI
We call the not-yet-verbalized swell

of time or the signs of change the

“Generative Intention” or “GI.” GI

emerges through becoming connected with the flow of time, and with
pains and wishes of the system.

peer listens deeply into what is about

further at another time and/or from

happening to themselves, to assist

giving it the final and complete name,

t o b e b o r n i n a n o t h e r, a s i f i t i s
this sensitive process.

Naming
The GI bubbles up in a nonverbal

There is no sequence among the GI

state first, such as a sensation or a

naming and 3) prototyping. When

energy as time passes, no matter

Triangle, which consists of 1) GI, 2)
going back to GI after naming and

prototyping, one can understand it
m o r e c l e a r l y, a n d b y r e - v i s i t i n g

naming and prototyping, more appropriate names and feasible prototypes
might arise. Collective Intelligence

emerges from going back and forth
within the GI Triangle.

However, a new idea that nobody

scene. The sensation loses its

Prototyping
By naming and producing a proto-

used to be intuitive becomes gradual-

sensation will be named on the spot
with the help of others.

Save Point
Though naming is important, an

one can to come back to GI in daily

technique called “Itako dialogue”

sensual matter, and a new discovery

(spiritual medium dialogue) where a

discovering the GI.

fresh as it is, the not-yet-verbalized

w o rd s o n t h e s p o t . T h e re f o re , a s

i n h e re n t d a n g e r i s f i x a t i n g o n i t s

life or in following events.

come back to the sensation of

type, feasibility and augumentability

has ever seen is fragile, and hard to
execute. Co-cree!, uses a dialogue

naming should be done as an initial

“saving point” which allows you to

how much one tries to convey it with

ing outcomes from a single event, but
keep the GI as a “save point” so that

d i ff e re n t p l a c e . T h u s , i n s t e a d o f

meaning and framework. GI is a
might be made through exploring it

of the GI becomes clear, and what

ly real. Once, we used the exercise of

“SPT Ikebana” at a Co-cree! forum,

which combines the traditional

Japanese technique of flower arrangement, and the Western-born methods

of system sensing. Separate elements
of the system become integrated
through the perspective of beauty,

and the form one wishes for, and next
actions yet to be materialized.

Co-Creation Research Episode II

Creating Spaces
Where Co-Creation emerge
by Connecting with GI

Kenshu Kamura

(Kenshu)

Director, Co-cree! / CEO, home’s vi / Specially Appointed Associate Professor, Tokyo Tech Academy
for Leadership, Tokyo Institute of Technology.
Kenshu has 15+ years of creating spaces for a variety of purposes including community building,
education, organizational development of companies, and assisting innovation. After encountering
“Teal Organization,” a new concept of organization theory in 2015, Kenshu established “ORG LAB,” a
learning community of practice.

5
1

6
2

60 Gathered at Co-cree! in Ama 2017

Six Steps
of the Initial Process
3

4

Practicing the GI
Process in 3 Days

Stories Arising from
Self-Transformation

Storytelling of Roots at Ama Member’s Home

Scene from SPT. Situation Organically Changes

Creating atmosphere to talk equally through a Traditional game of Tug-of-War in Ama Town

Co-Creation Research Episode III

Naoki Ohta

From Self-Transformation
to Systems Transformation

(Naoki-san)

Director, Co-cree! / Representative Director, New Stories / Policy Advisor, Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications.
Naoki plans and organizes the business creation projects beyond sectors in local communities. After serving
as Senior Partner at BCG, he has worked as Special Advisor to the Minister for Internal Affairs and Communications for 3 years from January, 2015 to create and implement policies on local revitalization and ICT/IoT.
Naoki has been policy advisor for the Ministry of International Affairs and Communications since October 2019.

SPT Exercise in which Naoki “Whammed” the Floor with his Foot
(Co-cree! Karuizawa Retreat, Oct. 2016)

“The Dream I keep on Having”
(Co-cree! Yamanashi Retreat, July 2017)

“A Future Beyond Expectations” Happens to Co-cree! Members

What Kind of Future Awaits Us,
If We Connected with Our Roots,
and Become Connected with Others
through Roots?

1

Teal
Organization

2 Creating Valleys
of the Wind

3 Kamakura
Capitalism

4 Family
“Study Abroad”
on Island

I w a s c o n n e c t e d w i t h m y ro o t s

During the Co-cree! event in Fall

Co-cree! is filled with cutting-edge

I once felt the sensation to balance

take a year off. This act brought

to me like a thunderbolt: “create

in Kenchoji-Temple in Kamakura. I

the exercises we did at a Co-cree!

push, as there are common

to the remote Ama island for a year

what I advocate as “Kamakura

involved in Ama Town’s publishing

CEO, Fun-loving Enterprise KAYAC

within as well as social change. (Eiji

through Co-cree! and decided to
about a paradigm shift to my life.

During my journey I encountered
the concept “Teal Organization.”

(Kenshu Kamura: Specially Appointed Associate Professor, Tokyo Tech
Academy for Leadership, Tokyo

Institute of Technology / CEO, NPO

2017, words suddenly came down
valleys of the wind.” Since then,

I’ve been putting substantial time

and energy to create an alternative
to a city-centered future. (Kazuto

Ataka: Professor, Keio University /
CSO, Yahoo Japan Corp)

home’s vi)

5 WAA x
Community
Revitalization

6 Reporting at the
Prime Minister’s
Official Residence

wisdom; its events took place twice

myself in a dynamic world in one of

feel that I was given a supportive

Event. I decided to move my family

thoughts between Co-cree! and

and a half. Since becoming

Capitalism.” (Daisuke Yanasawa:

b u s i n e s s , I ’ v e f e l t c h a n g e f ro m

Inc. based in Kamakura)

Harada: President, Eiji Press)

7 Learn by Creation
- a Celebration
of Learning

8 Company Name
Change & Establishing Publisher

W i t h C o - c re e ! , t h e a c t i v i t i e s o f

Through learning to “trust others’

The biggest discoveries from

We finally “graduated” from being a

A n y w h e re a n d A n y t i m e i n l o c a l

number of relationship population,

balized wishes, and acknowledge-

which did anything for Ama Town.

“ C h i i k i d e WA A ” ( Wo r k f ro m

communities) took a giant leap

forward. Everything had started

when Jun-chan (Junichi Saito) of

the Koyu Foundation from Shintomi
Town, Miyazaki Prefecture and I
became connected with and

through roots. For me, Co-cree! is
the source of our innovation. (Yuka

Shimada: Board of Director, Unilever Japan)

gifts” and entrust in Co-cree!, the
populations of newcomers, and
number of entrepreneurs in

Shintomi Town increased. The town

Co-cree! were my previously unverment of the pain in the old

paradigm. This is important in

systems transformation. Organizing

has since become a hub of smart

“Learn by Creation” with 2,500 teach-

nominated as an exemplar for good

organizations, local governments,

agriculture ventures. Koyu was also

practice of regional revitalization by
the national gover nment. I have

since made a report to the prime
minister at the official residence.

(Junichi Saito: Representative

e r s , p a re n t s , s t a ff o f n o n - p ro f i t
and students was precisely a

“future beyond expectations” for me.
( E m i Ta k e m u r a : R e p re s e n t a t i v e
Director, FutureEdu)

Director, The Koyu Foundation)

community revitalization company
We then started over with a new
name as a company with the

purpose to increase warm relationships between people and warm

relationship between people and

nature all over the world. We established a new publisher called “Ama
no Kaze (Winds of Ama)” through
meeting Eiji Harada at Co-cree! in

Ama. (Hiroshi Abe: President, Kaze
to Tsuchi to)

9 Big Shift to become Entrepreneur, Investor, and
Corporate Manager

10 The Most
Eccentric Civil
Servant in Japan

11 Retreat of Government Officials
on the Work of
Agriculture

A big shift took place after I

Through Co-cree!, I started to

While many business trips by

I realized my underlying wishes in the

tion beyond words, numbers, and

like to become an eccentric civil

visiting sites, we held a Co-cree!

increase the amount of time I spend in

realized and indescribable sensalogic. I quit working for a company

and established multiple companies

simultaneously to be an entrepreneur, investor, and corporate manager all at the same time to create

businesses in a variety of industries.
All this couldn’t have happened
without Co-cree!. (Yoichi Aso:

CEO., Alphadrive Co.Ltd. / CEO,
Genom Clinic Co., Ltd.)

always think about what would be
servant and public. As a result, I
ended up implementing 21 new

businesses to support people who

had concrete goals. I was also able
to publish a book called “The Most
Eccentric Civil Servant in Japan.”
(Takashi Yamada: Section Chief,

Regional Revitalization Promotion
Section, Regional Revitalization
P ro m o t i o n D e p t , S h i o j i r i C i t y /
Representative, nanoda)

government officials consist of just
type retreat with local city government officials, agriculture-related
community building practitioners,

and 4 members from the Ministry of
Agriculture including the Section

Chief. We become connected with

the roots as to why we are involved
in agriculture, and a new concept
f o r t h e d i g i t a l p o l i c y p ro m o t i o n
t e a m o f t h e M i n i s t r y e m e rg e d .

(Seitaro Kondo, Counsellor, Policy
Planning Div., Minister’s Secretariat,

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries)

12 A Series of
Serendipities

d e p t h o f m y ro o t s . I d e c i d e d t o

local communities. I’ve been involved

in Tsukuba City’s work style reform as
well as practicing new types of

learning in Shintomi Town, Miyazaki

Prefecture. A series of serendipitous

events which originated in Co-cree!

led me to the opportunities to publish
a book, to teach at the graduate
school of Tokyo Gakugei University,

and to become an advisor at Tokyo

Institute of Technology. (Rieko Komiyama: Director, StudySapuri Educational
AI Research Institute at Recruit
Marketing Partners Co.,Ltd.)

Three Principles of Co-cree!’s Soil
While members of Co-cree!
produce new projects and
outcomes, Co-cree! itself doesn’t
set any particular issue, or
pursue results. We consistently
cultivate of the soil, from which
members can grow and flourish.
Co-cree! adopts the approach
of natural farming to community
building, which is based on the
belief that when a optimum vegetation environment is created,
the power of natural world
would grow a rich harvest. Relationships would be naturally
fostered without the intervention
of human beings, and the richer
the soil becomes, the more plentiful the harvests will be. There
are 3 principles in how creates a
fertile soil at Co-cree!,

Principles 1

Principles 2

Principles 3

Create diversity as
a microcosm of the
community or the society

Create an ecosystem
where wholeness is alive

Believe in participants’
possibilities more than
they do

Ensure to invite people from various

When hosting an event, apply the rule of

The organizer must let go of their ego,

industries, professions, genders, genera-

40:20:40 - 40% of effort should be put for

connect with hopes of the earth and

would become a microcosm of the commu-

event, and 40% for after the event. When

intentions. Stay authentic. Show vulnera-

tions, and personalities so that the space
nity or social system / structure (bring

together representatives from inside the
system). Call in those who usually don’t

take part in workshops. In fact, intentionally invite those who tend to avoid them.

Invitation with courage is important.

Invite not only those who are easy to
i n v i t e , b u t b e s u re t o g e t i n f l u e n t i a l

persons involved. The change influential

people bring to the whole system - organi-

pre-event preparation, 20% for the actual
inviting a person to a Co-cree! event for
the first time, we begin with listening
deeply to the invitee’s experience of
connecting with their roots, such as

having a one-to-one meeting for about

two hours, communicate the history and

that miracles will happen there, firmer
than anyone else.

Then the space will be safe and secure.

dissolve and then the participants’ true

With this step, the invitee will be able

only saying “nice things” during the

suggest calling one another by nicknames.

pants’ possibilities and in the possibility

others.

them to be there, how to show up, among

to experience self-transformation. In

relationships are equal, take out titles and

into the unknown. Believe in the partici-

And, become a place where fears and

to reveal their worries and troubles and

order to create an envornment in which

bility. Go beyond your fears and step

hopes behind Co-cree!, why you want

zation, community, and society - is great,

especially when they themselves are able

keep holding on to their beautiful

show up as their whole self, instead of

event. Don’t try to bring about a change
or outcome just with a single event;

create an ecosystem to enable self-transformation with a long-term perspective.

anxieties, defenses and masks will

selves will appear. Each will be able to
connect to their calling, as well as the
pains and hopes of the community /

society, and perform at their best. This

will further invite the whole community
into a deep state of co-creation, and
cultivate the culture (soil) of Co-cree!.

Co-cree! Genealogical Tree

3 Streams & 12 Pillars of Wisdom
to Co-Create a Future Beyond Expectations
After conducting field tests with a diverse group of professionals and leaders, Co-cree! established a hypothesis:
There are 12 types of wisdom that should be understood, in order to harness co-creation.
The 12 types of wisdom can be classified into 3 streams. Each of the streams were initially completely separated in the past,
but then merge to influence each other, and lead to a method to create a new future.
The hypothesis was framed and systematized in members’ own words, and published in the video called “Co-cree! Genealogical Tree.”

Stream

1

Self-Transformation
Wisdom 1

Stream

2

System / Whole
Wisdom 5

Stream

3

Creation
Wisdom 9

Believe in Your Own Gift

Systems Thinking

Backcasting

Self-understanding is the necessary
first step of self-transformation. What
am I? What kind of gifts and personality
do I possess? How can I be at my very
best? Techniques such as coaching,
counselling, storytelling, and enneagrams are available to help answer
these questions.

Sometimes, a method to solve an issue
could cause other major issues; all methods have side-effects. The world is interconnected in a complicated manner, as is often
expressed by the term “Butterfly Effect.” As
complicated as they are, systems thinking
offers a big helping force to grasp an understanding of complicated matters. You take
things just the way they are.

Backcasting is a method to distinguish
what we must do right now by looking
back from the future. You first envision
the future you want, calculate back, and
think. Backcasting is extremely effective
when a diverse group of people get
together to talk openly on different
issues.

Everyone has the purpose for being born
in this time period deep within their soul.
What is the purpose of my soul?

Wisdom 2

How can we create our world
and make it sustainable?

Wisdom 6

How, with limited resources, should we
design spaces, and how must we think
in order to cultivate the future we want?

Wisdom 10

Lead the Self

Dialogue

Do the Right Thing

C h a n g i n g o t h e r s i s a l o n g j o u r n e y.
Indeed, it is much faster to change
oneself. By changing oneself instead of
those around you, your relationship with
others will change, and others will naturally change in turn. Nonviolent Communication (NCV), Naikan Reflection, cognit i v e p s y c h o l o g y, o p e n d i a l o g u e a n d
alike can assist with self-transformation.

In systems thinking, diverse points of
view are often inevitable. When a
diverse group people with completely
different opinions meet face-to-face and
talk, a future beyond expectations can
emerge. Facilitators all around the world
have been developing sophisticated
skills to host effective dialogue amongst
diverse groups of people.

Can innovation-generation methods that
are used by designers also be employed
by non-designers? That question was
the origin of design thinking. If we
utilized the process and framework of
design thinking, everyone might be able
to create ideas just as designers do.

How would others change
if I change?

Who creates the future,
a genius or collective intelligence?

Wisdom 3

Wisdom 7

How can a wide range of people use
idea-generation and the processes
of designers to create ideas?

Wisdom 11

Inner Universe

Break the Box

Big Idea

When aiming for self-transformation,
thoughts and words can often be
disturbing. By using methods such as

In dialogue spaces, diverse worldviews

Design thinking works best when

Processwork and mindfulness, you can
listen to the voice of your body directly,
and explore non-consciousness through
what you see in your dreams. By having
d i a l o g u e w i t h o t h e r l i v i n g c re a t u re s ,
nature, and earth, you might discover
your unknown self.

What grand intention wants to
emerge through my body?

Wisdom 4

and beliefs collide with one another. As
E i n s t e i n s a i d : “ We c a n n o t s o l v e o u r
p ro b l e m s w i t h t h e s a m e t h i n k i n g w e
used when we created them.” If looked
at from a different perspective not-ac-

commodating opinions is essentially
saying the same thing. Theory U and
narrative approach are some of the
dialogue techniques that can be implemented to challenge existing frameworks and ways of thinking.
What kinds of worldviews are
creating current issues?

Wisdom 8

solving social issues. The idea-generation process of designers can be of big
help when creating new structures and
services in community building, education, and healthcare.

How can we make use of the designers’
way of thinking and idea generation
process for solving social issues?

Wisdom 12

Wholeness

System Sensing

Don't Think, Feel.

After pursuing self-transformation, one

When trying to grasp the world as a

In design thinking, one usually sets a
s p e c i f i c t h e m e f o r d i a l o g u e . Ye t ,
d e p e n d i n g o n t h e g ro u p o r i n d u s t r y

starts to see wholeness . As you go
through multiple phases of self-transformation, there comes a moment of unity,
in which you feel you are a part of the
whole: the world and the universe. It is
similar to what philosophy calls “holon”
and mathematics calls “fractal.”

How will our self-transformation
affect the world?

Video : “Co-cree!
Genealogical Tree”

system, the physical work mentioned in
Wisdom 3 also becomes effective.
Listening to the voice of the system or
your external environment through one’s
body, emotions, and art is referred to as

“system sensing.” Feel instead of think.
Then connections between people,
p e o p l e a n d s o c i e t y, a n d p e o p l e a n d
nature begin to become more apparent.
Is it possible to listen to the voices
of the world to imagine how we may
shape the future you want?

involved, it can be difficult to use
design thinking in such a context without first being constrained by the
theme. Some still dare to host dialogue
by without any fixed agenda or theme.

By letting go of the need for output
and for problems to be solved,
what else can we create?

“What is my purpose for being born on the earth in this time and age?”
I’ve been questioning this for 10 years.
For me, Co-cree! has been a series of miracles.
Unknown challenges are scary,
but thanks to having like-minded peers,
I could jump into them with courage.
By holding on to the beautiful intention, the universe stayed on my side
and let me meet the people I was meant to meet,
and the way forward opened up.
There are many experiences which changed me.
The beautiful meadows of Aso, Kumamoto, have been protected and
handed down for 1000 years by repeating life-risking field burnings.
The sense of time is fundamentally different
from that of companies in Tokyo, which make plans for 3 or 5 years.
Yuuki Kitazato, President of a Ryokan with 300 years
of history in Kurokawa Onsen, Aso,
lives in the great flow of history,
on umpteen months and years of people’s lives.
She said, while looking out to the damaged mountains of her homeland:
“It hurts my heart, like my body is being tortured.”
The words shocked me, striking like a thunderbolt.
I had never felt that what is happening to nature
is connected to what is happening to me.
Her sense of connection with everything: nature, people, work...
I had lived thus far with such a divided way
of thinking about nature and me.

My world expanded by connecting through common roots
with a diverse group of people I don’t usually have the opportunity to meet.
My senses have deepened; both Co-cree! and I have changed.
Trials and errors were repeated, and I struggled when things didn’t work out.
I cried a lot as my heart was moved and shaken so many times.
I want to share the wisdom of Co-cree!, filled with our 10 years of passion.
We made this booklet with wishes that the infinite miracles of co-creation
that we experienced will happen all over Japan, and all over the world.
I’d be happy if you could read this together with your precious like-minded peers.
I went through a transformation,
and the theme for the next 10 years has started to appear:
“Earth-oriented, whole-ecosystem co-creation.”
We will develop our research, so that the sensation of unseparation
will be explorednot only in human beings, but in the entire ecosystem
including plants, animals, and nature.
I believe that miracles happen when you live according to
your calling to its fullest with like-minded peers.
May you live a life in which your gifts will shine to their maximum.
With my heartfelt love and support,
Ai Sanda
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